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TVB: BROADCAST ASSETS REACH AD-FREE STREAMERS
FINDINGS UNDERSCORE VALUE TO ADVERTISERS
Capitalizing on the reach of broadcast television is an
effective way for advertisers to connect with viewers of adfree streaming services.
That’s according to Hadassa Gerber, EVP and Chief
Research Officer at TVB, who at last week’s TVOT Live!
conference presented new research centered on local
broadcast television’s ability to reach people who are
consuming SVOD content — a viewer group that’s typically
elusive to advertisers.
Gerber’s findings in TVB’s 2021 Media Comparisons
study found that 88% of ad-free streamers 18+ — anyone
streaming programs or movies on a TV screen or digital
device (computer, tablet, smartphone) on an add-free
platform — can be reached by broadcast TV and broadcast
TV websites.
“The Media Comparisons study found that
42% of adult 18+ respondents streamed
programming
on
platforms
without
advertising,” she explained via e-mail. “That
number goes up to 59% for car buyers and
61% for parents. Interesting statistics, but
it’s a quandary for marketers and advertisers because these
consumers are not reachable on those platforms.”
But broadcast TV, she said reaches 83% of adults 18+
who stream programs on ad-free platforms. Bolstered by
broadcast TV assets like websites and apps, the reach goes
even higher: 88% of adults 18+, 95% of car buyers and 93%
of parents who stream programs on
ad-free platforms.
“Ad- free streamers do spend more
time streaming these programs than
the average adults 18+, more than
twice the amount; and they do spend
about 9% less time on linear TV,”
she wrote. “However, they still spend
considerably more time with linear TV
(5 hours 14 minutes) than any other
platform. In contrast to TV, the total
time they spend on social media (on a
computer, tablet and smartphone) is an hour and 26 minutes;
search 50 minutes.”
Gerber said the research found
that those who stream programs
on ad-free platforms overall have a
higher level of interaction between
TV and digital than the average
A18+. They’re more likely to go
online to find out more information
about that product or service,
and they’re also more likely to
look at video ads when visiting a
TV station’s website and apps.
(Continued on Page 3)

ADVERTISER NEWS
Ford Motor last week posted a surprising $3.26 billion Q1
net profit, but the company said a worsening global computer chip shortage could cut its production in half during
the current quarter. CFO John Lawler said Q2 should be
the low point for the chip shortage, but it probably will last
into next year. The situation will improve in the second half,
but Ford still will see production fall 10% over original plans,
he said… Toyota Motor will invest $803 million into its assembly plant in Princeton, Ind., and add 1,400 jobs there to
build a new pair of three-row utility vehicles for Toyota and
Lexus that will “join a diverse, electrified product portfolio.”
Lexus dealers have long asked for a large, three-row crossover to compete with offerings from other luxury brands,
while Toyota dealers have been looking for a product for
their lineup to replace the Land Cruiser, which is ending
its long run domestically... Amazon last
week reported its best first quarter ever as
its earnings more than tripled over a year
ago amid sustained strong demand for
its goods and cloud-computing services.
The e-commerce titan is on track to become the largest retailer in the U.S. within the next four
years, followed by Walmart and Kroger, according to a report from Edge by Ascential’s market research arm, Retail Insight. The Amazon metric includes online and offline
sales... Macy’s is replacing its Macy’s Wine Cellar online
subscription program with a new online wine store. The upscale department store chain is partnering with online alcohol delivery platform Drinks to launch Macy’s Wine Shop,
a new online wine store available in 40 states and Washington, D.C. Eligible consumers can have wine shipped
straight to their doorstep, within one to two days... Lowe’s
says it wants to fill 50,000 full- and part-time positions this
spring, with hiring managers at the home-improvement
chain set to start interviewing job candidates next week.
The retailer is looking for cashiers, stockers, drivers, supervisors and other workers, and Lowe’s said that some
applicants will be offered jobs on the spot. The company
didn’t disclose the typical hourly wages for those jobs. Onsite interviews will begin at stores nationwide Tuesday.

CW: SUPERGIRL TO START LAST SEASON IN AUG. AVAILS
The CW has set premiere dates for new seasons of series
Gray Television’s WMC TV, the NBC affiliate in Memphis,
including DC’s Stargirl, Masters of Illusion and Roswell, Tenn., seeks a Media Sales Consultant. The ideal candidate
New Mexico, among others, and announced a new date will be responsible for growing
for Riverdale’s return. It also set the final sixth season of WMC’s advertiser list, developing
Supergirl to launch in August.
new business revenue and growing
Also landing premiere dates are the returns of Dead WMC’s market share through the sale
Pixels (July 18), Coroner (July 15) and the fourth and final of commercial television spots, digital assets, sponsorships,
season of legal drama Burden of Truth (Aug. 19); new specials and sports at the highest attainable rates. Minimum
episodes of DC’s Legends of Tomorrow (July 11); and the of two years in television/radio advertising and a bachelor’s
U.S. broadcast premiere of What We Do in the Shadows degree preferred. Experience with Microsoft Office required.
spinoff series Wellington Paranormal
CLICK HERE, then search by ‘WMC,’
(July 11).
and be prepared to attach you resume.
The Season 3 bow of In the Dark has
Fox TV is looking for an experienced
moved to Wednesday, June 23.
OTT salesperson to manage, develop,
For Mother’s Day, 70%
of moms want a day to
Season 3 of Roswell, New Mexico
assist and service business for the Fox
themselves and 51% want
launches Monday, July 26, and DC’s
local extension OTT platform (FLX).
a good night’s sleep.
Stargirl arrives for Season 2 on Tuesday,
Prospect new business; present FLX
Aug. 10.
capabilities via Zoom and in-person; act
Meanwhile, Riverdale returns from its
as category expert, working alongside
hiatus on Wednesday, Aug. 11, for the
Fox linear sales teams; oversee all
TGI Fridays survey
remainder of its fifth season. That’s
schedules throughout the campaign;
a new premiere date for the Archie
and work directly with stations,
Comics offshoot, which had been set for July 7.
advertising agencies and clients to increase revenue for the
Magic series Masters of Illusion will begin its new season FLX platform. CLICK HERE for more info or to apply now.
with two episodes starting at 8 PM on Friday, Aug. 13.
Job Number: R50013912. EOE/M/F/Veteran/Disabled.
LINKEDIN: AMAZON TOP COMPANY TO WORK FOR
LinkedIn has named its 2021 Top Companies list in 20
global markets, and topping the ranking is e-commerce
giant Amazon.
Google parent Alphabet is No. 2, followed by finance
and telecom leaders JPMorgan Chase (No. 3), AT&T (No.
4) and Bank of America (No. 5). The rest of the list is
dominated by companies whose products and services
helped navigate the new way of living during the pandemic
— from health care to tech, shipping to retail, and real
estate to automotive — many of which are new to the list
this year.
According to LinkedIn, the Top Companies are investing
in employee success, career development, and equity
and inclusion to ensure they continue to be among the
best workplaces for employee growth now, and in a postpandemic world.
Rounding out the Top 10: IBM (No. 6), Deloitte (No. 7),
Apple (No. 8), Walmart (No. 9) and EY (No. 10).
MEREDITH EYES STRONG ADVERTISING GROWTH
After reporting non-political TV spot advertising up 5%
to $74.5 million in Meredith Corp.’s fiscal Q3 (ended
March 31), President-CEO Tom Harty said to expect even
stronger growth in the current quarter, TV News Check
reports.
And that strong ad performance isn’t limited to TV, which
is the Local Media Group at Meredith, but also for the
National Media Group, which includes the company’s
magazines and related digital properties.
Local Media Group President Patrick McCreery offered
details on some of the strong categories for TV ad sales.
“Professional services continues to show strength and
growth,” he said, noting that the category now accounts for
about 25% of TV ad sales, with automotive at 20%.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

THIS AND THAT
Mainstream colors such as white, black, and silver, are
popular among automotive consumers. But are those the
best colors for helping a vehicle maintain its value? The
answer is no, according to a new study from car search
engine iSeeCars.com. Actually, more obscure colors tend
to hold their value better than common and popular colors,
said iSeeCars executive analyst Karl Brauer. Overall, the
vehicle color that holds its value best, depreciating 45.6%
less than the average vehicle, is yellow... Animation appears
to be topping video games at the domestic weekend box
office through Sunday. Funimation’s Demon Slayer:
Mugen Train is projected to best Warner Bros. Pictures’
Mortal Kombat with an estimated $6.4 million in ticket
sales to $6.2 million, respectively. The results, if they hold,
reverse last week’s tally that saw Kombat edge Slayer by
about $2.1 million. Both titles saw their box office plummet
more than 70% from their debuts.
ACCOUNT ACTION
Interpublic media agency Mediahub has been awarded
media duties for Crown Media Family Networks, the
Hallmark Cards unit that operates The Hallmark Channel
and several other cable networks. The Hallmark Channel
made headlines in December 2019 when it pulled ads
from wedding planning firm Zola that depicted same-sex
wedding celebrations. The backlash was immense, and the
channel soon apologized for pulling the ads and reversed
policy. Longtime Hallmark CEO Bill Abbott left shortly
after the contretemps. Hallmark spent about $13 million
on measured media last year, according to Kantar. New
York-based Noble People had previously handled the
assignment.
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PROSPECTIVE PET OWNERS SPEND BIG, WATCH TV ANA BLASTS PROGRAMMATIC MARKETPLACE
Maybe the reason Prospective Pet Owners plan to
Asserting that the programmatic advertising marketplace
purchase a new pet within the next year is because of all is “riddled with material issues including thin transparency,
the animals they see in their daily
fractured accountability, and mind-numbing complexity,” the
TV viewing of three hours or
Association of National Advertisers (ANA) has announced
more (65.8%). As the economy
a request-for-proposal for a consultant to study and come up
reopens, Prospective Pet Owners are far more likely than with recommendations for improving it.
other U.S. adults to attend a pet expo in the coming year.
The ANA estimates global programmatic ad spending is
Nearly 11% of these consumers expect to buy pet health “on track to exceed $200 billion,” but that “only 40% to 60%
insurance. They’re also 55% more likely than other adults to of digital dollars invested by advertisers find their way to
regularly support animal-related causes and charities.
publishers” due to the so-called “ad tax” of ad-tech middlemen
Prospective Pet Owners want to make
taking a variety of cuts that ostensibly
sure that their lawns are perfect for the
enable or add value to programmatic
dogs many of them may be bringing
advertising buys.
home soon. This year, they plan to pay
“Marketers do not have a fully transparent
If I got back all the money
for landscaping work (15.8%), lawn care
line of sight into their programmatic supply
I spent on liquor, I’d have
equipment (12.2%) and lawn services
chains,” CEO Bob Liodice said in a
enough to buy a huge
(12%), as well as a new fence or gate
statement announcing the RFP. “The lack
amount of liquor all at once.
(10.9%). These consumers want their new
of full transparency for ad delivery and ad
pet to be comfortable inside the home as
quality is diminishing marketers’ ability
well. Just over 14% expect to purchase
to fully optimize investments and drive
FunnyTweeter.com
new carpet or flooring, perhaps pet-stain
greater business growth. We believe this
resistant, in the next year.
lack of transparency is costing advertisers
Last year, ads on traditional TV and streaming TV swayed billions of dollars in waste.”
59.6% and 47%, respectively, of Prospective Pet Owners to
take action. When they see a commercial they enjoy, they TVB: BROADCAST REACHES AD-FREE STREAMERS
influence their friends and family members, as they’re 65% (Continued from Page 1)
more likely than other adults to post about these ads on
They also consume local broadcast TV content via social
Facebook. More than 38% of these consumers also think media site with greater frequency.
that TV is the medium with the most creative advertising.
“The sales community may be incurring pushback from
Source: AudienceSCAN from AdMall at SalesFuel.
prospects who have been influenced by some trade reporting
that the increase in streaming during the pandemic has so
OUTLOOK: TV, OOH AD SPENDING HAVE PEAKED
strongly impacted linear television as to severely weakened
TV ad spending in the U.S. reached its highest point ever TV’s value to advertisers,” Gerber wrote. “Sales can use the
in 2018, a year that featured the Winter Olympics and a Media Comparisons research to show the opposite is true.
midterm congressional election — except no one realized it The value of broadcast TV and broadcast TV assets have
was a peak at the time.
become more valuable to advertisers.
That’s according to eMarketer, which says linear TV had
“Not all of the growth of streaming has worked in the favor
been stagnating for several years, though in early March 2020, of marketers and advertisers, as the strongest streaming
the combo of the Summer Olympics and a big presidential services are ad free,” Gerber continued. “Obviously advertisers
campaign season looked set to generate a record $72 billion cannot reach these consumers on those platforms. But it may
in U.S. TV ad spending that year.
come as surprise to some marketers and advertisers that the
The political ad spending did come, but nothing else about highest reach of these of ad-free streamers is linear television.
last year went as expected for TV, and spending on that In fact, the combination of broadcast TV with broadcast TV
media type declined by 12.5% year over year, rather than websites and apps offers advertisers a great opportunity to
increasing by the research firm’s pre-pandemic estimate of showcase their message to these ad-free streamers, in a
2%. While TV ad spending will rise again this year (by 6.7%), high reach and trusted environment.”
eMarketer doesn’t expect it to reach 2018 levels ever again.
Out-of-home (OOH) ad spending also peaked, but in 2019. SATURDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
The pandemic devastated the OOH advertising market,
causing a 29.7% decrease in spending last year, as fewer
people were driving past billboards, taking mass transit or
going to the types of venues and businesses that typically
spend a lot on outdoor advertising.
eMarketer predicts a rebound of 14.5% this year, but it says
OOH ad spending won’t reach $8 billion annually again for
the foreseeable future. Pre-pandemic, the research firm had
expected consistent, low single-digit annual increases for the
OOH ad market.
Digital advertising, meanwhile, kept on rising last year, by
14.9%, and is expected to accelerate to 25.5% growth this
year.
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